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The inlaid bronze incense burner was constructed of 
bronze with gold inlay and found in the tomb of Prince Liu 
Sheng. A scene of organic shapes depicting mountains, 

waves, and other figures is carved onto the burner, which 
was very common of Taoist art. The individual structures 
are carved into the burner with varying levels of relief that 
give the work depth. The burner is constructed in a way 

that forces the incense to travel down the burner in a way 
that displays the intricately carved landscape. When the 

burner was in use, wisps of smoke would slowly fall down 
the curves of the burner, resembling how nature is 

The incense burner could be representative of many things. I would like to 
present the idea that the burner represents royal acceptance of the Taoist 

religion. Figures can be depicted on the sides of the burner, many of the figures 
have been identified as animals, which is common in Chinese art. Chinese art 

depicting animals has been well documented throughout history. Another 
example of animals being depicted in Chinese art would be the Bronze Lamp 

Kim’s essay “A Chinese Bronze Lamp”. The mountain 
depicted on the burner could represent Mount Tai. Mount Tai has been the 

source of inspiration for many Chinese artists throughout history and serves as 
an important symbol of early Chinese civilization and beliefs. These two symbols 
represent the average living creature. While the burner is in use, smoke would 

slowly encompass the figures representing the abstract idea of Tao.  Tao can be 
described as “...not merely a substance and a thing. It is the only substance and 
the only thing” (Creel 5). The smoke intertwining and disappearing within the the 

figures represents how Tao is both a part of life and life itself.

The incense burner was discovered in the tomb of Prince Liu Sheng. Prince Liu 
Sheng was buried during a period of unification and expansion within the Han 
Dynasty. The Han Dynasty seemed to support both Taoism and Confucianism. 

This claim is further backed up by the presence of the burner in Prince Liu 
Sheng’s tomb due to the burner representing the Taoist belief in Tao. Many 

Chinses tombs have been found with artwork depicting animals and 
landscapes, however, many of these tombs do not imply the same acceptance 

of Taoism by the royal family. For example, the three Ma
referenced in David D. Buck’s journal contained many works of art depicting 

nature. “On the top a matched pair of huge curving dragons, whose long necks 
coil back through their own tails, are being attacked by a pair of tigers” (Buck 
6). These depictions of animals serve as decoration and do not represent any 
Taoist ideas; therefore, they do not provide any incite into politics at the time 
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